<b>Interlude</b>

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Gem Hunter</div>

A long time ago... no, that is not quite right. Time did not exist, then. No, no, no—that is not quite right either. There is no "then" because if there was a "then" then, then "now" would be the future of that "then." And that period of time- no, there I go using that word again—that dimension, shall we say, had no future.

Its one living inhabitant—

No. There was no life, then. Again, "then!" How would the scholars speak of those times using accurate words? How would the recorders of lore refer to the period of non-time that passed in that non-space, and the non-actions taken by the non-life that resided therein? Oh, to have access to the Hall of Lore in Mist, to have access to each and every one of those dusty volumes, to have access to that limitless vault of knowledge. That is my present wish, for, at present, I know not how to chronicle the past.

For now, at least, I shall speak of these matters in terms I understand, disregarding the slight falsities that spring forth from my inaccurate descriptions.

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Ji'Luc</div>

My father, (that is, Maha) was the second son of Chaos. He was fiercely loyal to his father, once Bane created loyalty, that is. He took everything very seriously, fighting Bane with all he had, struggling to tear apart the order that Bane had made. He gave it his all, really. It's almost commendable.

But to make use of Zukro in that manner... to turn son against brothers and father, just for the sake of reinstating a fallen deity...

Loyalty is no excuse. Whenever I think back on the first days of my existence, I become sick. I see, again and again, my father chained within the Monolith by Bane; I see, again and again, Zukro descending into shadow and flame in order to serve Chaos through my father. Zukro and I... cousins, yet nothing alike. He was the son of God and I was the son of the Devil. My father wreaked destruction upon the world of Bane's children and Zukro joined him in this pursuit. They both ended up in the Inferno, and I, I came to Mist because I was tired of the Inferno.

I was tired of the flame, I was tired of the shadow, and I was tired of vomiting everytime <i>he</i>—the Warrior, the Heir to the World, Zukro—walked by, all decked out in the basalt armor of my brothers and bearing the flaming weapons of my father, and acting for all the world like the prince of the Inferno, and all because he decided to betray a traitor. And to betray. And betray. And be betrayed.

I was tired of the burdens thrust upon me by the actions of my father.

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Mana II</div>

Bane had three sons: Zukro, Legend, and Mana.

I'm told that I'm Mana Reborn, but I'm not told what that means. I'm imprisoned in my family's palace, but I don't think it's because of who I am. It must be because of what I can do. Just by concentrating, just by wishing it so, the candlestick by my bed flickers on and off. I don't touch my window to open it, and I don't don heavy clothing when I'm cold.

No one I know can do these things.

I read once, in a book that Jul got me, that these powers were common three thousand years ago. They were regarded holy and blessed, and were not the cursed stigma they are now. That's what I read. Mana was the Mage, gifted with all of Bane's magic, the youngest out of the three and the one who triumphed over Maha in the end and became the king of men.

Something's wrong with that, though. Zukro was the eldest, the Warrior, the Heir to the World. Should he not have become king of men? Where was he when I triumphed over Maha in my previous life? There's something missing...

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Gem Hunter</div>

Chaos. It started with Chaos. Chaos was in Void. Void was in Chaos.

How else can I explain the lack of existence and order, the lack of time, the lack of anything one can use meaningful words to describe?

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Julien al'Donaan Tryn</div>

Chaos created Bane, and Bane Created. That's what the textbooks say. Chaos created Bane, and Bane Created. Some textbooks even go so far as to say that in Creating, Bane eliminated Chaos. But that's not true. I've been to some of the lesser Halls of Lore and have read the tomes on the Creation—Bane destroyed Chaos before Creating. Though we attribute the name to Maha, Bane was the original Destroyer. Creator he may be, holy and blessed he may be, reverent and benign he may be, our God he may be, but he is not the pure-white angel of life that he is made out to be by some. He didn't erase black with white. He killed black to make room for white.

Chaos gave rise to many children like Bane. That's evident from reading the lore-texts. It wasn't just Bane and Maha—there were at least twenty of them, all beings of limitless existence, limitless power, and limitless definition, all equal to Chaos.

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Ji'Lopan</div>

Bane destroyed his own father. He locked Chaos within the Heart of the Void and then he Created, sealing Chaos from existence. Once existence came to be, Chaos was gone. His other children remained, however, and my father—Maha—struggled against Creation.

Where do your loyalties lie? If not with your kin, then where? And if with your kin, then which kin? Maha sided with his father, the father that his older brother Bane had overthrown. Maha took it upon himself to destroy all life that Bane made and to undo all death caused in this manner, attempting to unlace Bane's order. Tear, and tear, and tear, and cut, and rip, and stitch, and sunder, Maha kept at it, trying to revive his father through the unraveling of Bane's reality.

What a foolish father I have.

Should he have simply accepted Bane's order, he would be a god now. And yet, there he lies, imprisoned within the Inferno, shackled within a giant rock, his name and all that it implies his only remaining power. He gave rise to my kind, the als'Maha, and we his sons served him to the best of our abilities, but we cannot unravel Bane's order. We cannot take time back to a point at which it didn't exist. We can't free our father and we can't revive Chaos. The only ones who can do that... are the very ones who locked him away in that damned hole to begin with.

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Oberon</div>

My father tells me stories from time to time about the time when time was not time, when existence didn't exist, and when ideas were all there was, with no brain to compute them and no body to act upon them.

My father tells me stories of his father and brothers and the non-time they spent together in the non-space known as the Void, the "good old times" as he calls them. His oldest brother, Bane, created the world we know and he created all the things we know, including the distinctions between ideas that allow us to formulate the thoughts behind the words behind the meanings of those ideas. My father was caught up in the struggle between Bane, who overthrew Chaos, and Maha, who supported Chaos. All of my father's siblings were, and all of them were killed.

It's amazing that my father was able to convince his two warring brothers not to kill him, once he and they were the only three left out of the twenty odd children of Chaos.

But he did, and while Bane and Maha remained at odds, Nai gladly took shelter in one of the planes created by Bane—my home, Atlantis.

<div align="center" style="font-weight:bold;">Gem Hunter</div>

So Chaos begot Bane and Maha, and Bane begot Zukro and Legend and Mana. And the three sons of Bane fought Maha in their father's name, and they tried to preserve their father's order, and ultimately, only one of them succeeded. Zukro, the firstborn, turned on his brothers and killed Legend, seeking to aid Maha in supporting the undoing of reality. 

And Mana and Bane together locked Maha in hell, in the Inferno, within a giant basalt Monolith in the deepest pit in the darkest abyss of the Inferno, and there he remains to this day, imprisoned within that Monolith.

And Zukro joined Maha in the Inferno, devoting the rest of his immortal existence to his uncle.

And Mana begot the line of the Guardians, and they begot Central Libra, and it begot civilization. 
